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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation demonstrates the usage of localized surface plasmon (LSPR) and grating-

coupled surface plasmon resonance (GCSPR) to enhance the photocatalytic activity of a thin 

film photocatalyst, particularly TiO2 (P25), and the performance of thin film organic 

photovoltaic. In the first study, we show the improvement of the photocurrent of the TiO2 

photocatalyst film in water splitting reaction by using localized surface plasmon of gold 

nanoparticles. We prepared plasmonic gold nanoparticle (AuNP)–TiO2 nanocomposite and 

deposited on transparent-conductive electrode (indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated glass) to obtain 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) electrode with the thickness of ~460 

nm.  The photocurrent that originates from the water-splitting reaction catalyzed by LSPR of 

the gold nanoparticles affected the generation of photocurrent by TiO2 upon illumination with 

visible light was systematic measured.  Using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), 

the results suggest that the improvement in the photocurrent generation creates from an 

enhancement in electron–hole pair generation, which induced by the LSPR of the plasmonic 

gold nanoparticles, rather than the extension of the electron lifetime. Moreover, we not only 

show the effect of LSPR in enhancement of the photocurrent of TiO2 under visible 

illumination but also introduced a new method to enhance the photocurrent of TiO2 by a 

multiple plasmonic effect, i.e., the cooperation of LSPR of plasmonic gold nanoparticles and 

the GCSPR of a gold grating. For the second study, we emphasize on the improvement of the 

photocurrent and the photo-electricity conversion efficiency of thin film P3HT:PCBM solar 

cells by GCSPR. The Blu-ray disc recordable (BD-R) and Blu-ray disc (BD) grating pattern 

(Λ = 330 nm) were created on the active layer of the solar cell using pressure-less 

nanoimprinting technique, following by thermal evaporation of aluminum to obtain the BD-R 

and BD grating back electrode. The surface plasmon (SP) reflectivity curves of the fabricated 

solar cell reveal the decrease of the reflection spectra of the solar cells with BD-R and BD 

grating compare with the flat device. This can be implied to the increase of the trapped light 

in the device due to the BD and BD-R grating structures that can be assigned to two regions 

included (i) the increase of the light trapping at 400 – 650 nm attributed to the light scattering 

effect. (ii) The irradiation photon can be coupled into GCSPR that propagates along the 

surface of the diffraction grating which can be observed as the occurrence of the dip peaks at 

the wavelength longer than 650 nm. The I-V characterization results show the improvement 

of photocurrent about 10% and 5.6% for the BD-R and BD solar cell, respectively. Moreover, 

the enhancement of the photoconversion efficiency of 19.3% can be obtained from BD-R 
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solar cell while those of solar cell with BD grating can be improve the photoconversion 

efficiency of 3.2% compared to flat solar cell.  

KEYWORDS: gold nanoparticles, titanium dioxide, P25, nanocomposite, gold grating 

grating-coupled surface plasmon resonance, organic photovoltaic, organic solar cell, 

nanoimprinting, P3HT:PCBM, BD-R, BD, diffraction grating. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND  

1. Titanium dioxide  

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a well-known photocatalyst due to its chemical stability 

and low cost. In general, there are three main polymorphs of natural crystalline TiO2, 

consisted of anatase (tetragonal), rutile (tetragonal), and brookite (orthorhombic). Figure 1 

shows the crystal structure of three main polymorphs of TiO2. The differences of the three 

crystal structure are distortion of the octahedral structure and the assembly form of the 

octahedral units. For the anatase, the structure is built up from the connection of octahedral 

vertices while the structure of rutile is constructed form the connection octahedral edges. For 

brookite, the structure is constructed by the connection of  both vertices and edges of 

octahedral [1].    

A B C

 

Figure 12 Crystalline TiO2 with different polymorph (A) anatase, (B) rutile, and (C) brookite 

[1]. 

 For photocatalyst applications, P-25, which is the combination between 70–80% of 

the anatase phase and 20–30% of the rutile phase, is the famous TiO2 used for photocatalyst 

application [2, 3]. The size of P-25 is typically 20 nm. Figure 2 shows the diagram indicated 

the generation of charge carrier species of TiO2 upon irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) light. 

The photoinduced charge carrier species are generated upon the absorption of energetic 
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photons with the energy equivalent to the band gap of TiO2. The photoinduced holes move to 

the surfaced of TiO2 particles and consecutively react with water molecules on the surfaces of 

TiO2, resulting the generation of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) which is a strong oxidizer. Both 

hydroxy radicals and holes are strong oxidizer that can oxidize organic molecule on the 

surface of TiO2. In the meantime, photoinduced electrons can also play as a reducer by 

reacting with the oxygen molecules on the surface of TiO2 to form superoxide radical anions 

(O2 •−) [4].  

 

Figure 13 Schematic illustrate the photoinduced charge carrier species on TiO2 particles after 

irradiation by UV light [4]. 

2. Gold nanoparticles synthesis and their applications 

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are the zero-valent gold particles with the particle size 

smaller than 100 nm at least one dimension. It has been laid on the field of interest of many 

researchers for several years due to its size- and shape- dependent properties which can be 

applied to potent applications [5], such as catalyst [6], colorimetric sensor [7-11], surface-

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERs) [12-14], and Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

(TERs) [15, 16]. Numerous synthesis methods aiming to control the morphology AuNPs have 

been proposed. In addition, the reducing power of a reducing agent and the action of a 

stabilizer play an important role in the solution phase synthesis. Carefully selection of 

reducers and stabilizers are necessary to obtain AuNPs with different morphology, for 

example flower [17], icosahedral [18, 19], octahedral [20], rod [21-23], star [24], and plate 

[25-27]. Among of those synthesis approaches, Turkevich method, which was invented in 

1953 by John Turkevich and co-workers, is widespread used to prepare red-wine color 
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AuNPs. In this method, aurochloric acid (HAuCl4) was reduced by sodium citrate at 100 °C. 

The colloidal gold with spherical shape was obtained. The average size of AuNPs is about 20 

nm [28]. This method was revisited again in 2006 by Kimling and co-workers [29]. It was 

found that the size and the optical extinction of AuNPs could be tuned by changing of the 

concentration ratios of gold ions versus citrate.  

 In consideration of environmental pollutions, the green synthesis approaches have 

been invented in order to prepare metal nanostructures without using of harmful chemicals. 

Pienpinijtham and co-workers have reported the method for the preparation of AuNPs using 

starch as a reducing agent and stabilizer [15, 30]. The reducing power of starch was promote 

by incubation of starch in an alkaline solution which cause the formation of reducing species 

(aldehyde or α–hydroxy ketone). The size of AuNPs can be adjusted form nanometer to 

submicron range with narrow size distribution by changing of pH of the solution. Nootchanat 

and co-workers have reported the synthesis procedure to prepare gold nanosheets by using 

starch as a stabilizer and H2O2 as a green reducing agent [31]. The size of the nanosheets is 

approximately 8 μm while its thickness is about 50 nm. The size of the nanosheets can be 

adjusted by changing the concentration of the H2O2. This method can be used for an 

industrial-scale production as it can produce large amount of gold nanosheets without 

generation of toxic waste as shown in Figure 3.  Due to the atomic flat surfaces, the gold 

nanosheets can be used as the substrate for SERs as well as the shining-glittering pigment in 

an ink for precious art works. 

 

Figure 14 (A) A 5 L batch of gold nanosheets. (B) A close-up digital photograph shows the 

glittering effect of the gold nanosheets. (C, D) Micrographs of the gold nanosheets under 

illuminations of bright field and dark field, respectively.  (E–G) SEM images of the mass-

scale produced gold nanosheets [31]. 
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For chemical identification application, the sample with trace amount needs a 

powerful characterization technique that provides the information about chemical structure or 

functional groups. Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is not only powerful 

techniques for trace analysis providing the chemical structure information but also the ability 

to select the characterization area. Pienpinijtham and co-workers have showed the benefit of 

using gold nanosheets as a substrate for TERs of crystal violet molecules (Figure 4 [15]).  

Using of gold nanosheet provides two advantages: i) a target molecule can absorb on the 

surface of gold nanosheets via Au–S bonding. ii) The hot spot is generated between the metal 

tip and surface of the gold nanosheet which give a better enhancement factor. 

 

A

B

 

Figure 15 (A) Raman spectra of crystal violet deposited on a gold nanosheet. The Raman 

spectra were recorded with and without a tip. (B) The Raman spectrum of crystal violet [15]. 

As mention above, AuNPs provide the promising properties that suitable for sensor 

applications. One of those properties is changing of color inducing by aggregation of AuNPs.  

Vantasin and co-workers introduced the naked-eye-observable-colorimetric sensor for 

specification of amount of protein in milk using AuNPs [32].  The sensor is working on the 

principle that the stabilization power of proteins in milk can prevents the aggregation of 

AuNPs which is induced by hydrochloric acid. With the occurrence of milk protein, the color 

of AuNPs undergoes shifting from red to blue when the concentration of protein in milk 

decreases. This is because of the change of the degree of aggregation of AuNPs, resulting in 
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the charge of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) excitation wavelength. Thus, 

the colorimetric sensor that sensitives to protein amount in milk is obtained as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

Figure 16 UV–visible extinction of the AuNPs with different concentration at (A) 1000 ppm, 

(B) 500 ppm, and (C) 200 ppm in the present of milk protein with the concentration of with 
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2.93 ×10−4 to 2.93 mg/mL. The dashed line shows the original UV–visible extinction of 

AuNPs [32]. 

3. Localized surface plasmon resonance 

LSPR is a wave trapping phenomenon by metal nanoparticles with the size smaller 

than the wavelength of light. The LSPR is generated from the interaction between the 

electrons on the surfaces of metal nanoparticles and the incident light wave, Figure 6. This 

interaction generates the collective oscillation electron with resonance frequency against 

incoming light wave, resulting in some photons absorption and some photons scattering 

called extinction. This phenomenon strongly depends on the geometry of nanoparticle and 

surrounded environment, for example size, geometry, dielectric environment and inter-

particle distance. Noble metal nanoparticles, such as Ag and Au,  provide LSPR excitation in 

the visible region [33].  

A

B

 

Figure 17 The diagram demonstrating of (A) the propagated surface plasmon and (B) the 

localized surface plasmon [34]. 

Besides, the size and shape of plasmonic nanoparticles affect the LSPR properties 

because of the difference of the surfaces polarization. Numerous synthesis approaches aiming 

to control the size and shapes, such as nanosphere [2] nanoring [3], octahedrons [4], nanorods 

[5], nanostar [6], and nanosheets [7], have been investigated in order to selectively fine-tune 

the LSPR spectra of those nanoparticles. Figure 7 shows the calculated spectra of Ag 

nanoparticles with different shape and size. The results reveal that plasmonic Ag 

nanoparticles with different shape have different spectrum. Upon LSPR excitation, the 

electric field of the incident light wave interacts with the electron cloud at the surface of 

nanoparticles cause the formation of polarization. The different geometry of the plasmonic 
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nanoparticles affects the different distribution of polarization in several ways as followed. i) 

The redshift of LSPR spectra can be obtained by the increase of edges or sharpness which 

increases the charge separation. ii) The increase of the symmetry can raise LSPR intensity. 

iii) The number of polarized modes determines the number of LSPR peaks. iv) the scattering 

effect of nanoparticles increase with the increase of particle size [33].  

A B

C D

E F

 

Figure 18 The calculated spectra of scattering (blue line), absorption (red line), and 

extinction (black line) of Ag nanoparticles with different shapes comprised of (A) a sphere 

(B) a cube, (C) a tetrahedron, (D) an octahedron, and (E) a triangular plate. (F) Extinction 

spectra of the rectangular bars with different aspect ratios: 2 (black line), 3 (red line), and 4 
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(blue line). Note that the non-spherical particles typically show multiple, red-shifted 

resonance peaks [33]. 

4. Grating-coupled surface plasmon 

SP (in addition it should be called surface plasmon polaritons, SPP) are propagated 

waves that travel along the conductor surfaces. In general, light waves can be trapped on the 

surface on the conductor by the interaction between the free electrons on the surface of the 

conductor. These free electrons undergo collective oscillation in resonance with the incoming 

light wave. This resonant creates the SP [35]. 

The GCSP is a convenient method that provides propagating SP excitation without 

using of prism [36, 37]. In the beginning of the twentieth century, Wood has described the 

occurrence of irregular light diffraction on diffraction gratings that is caused by the excitation 

of surface plasma waves [38]. Upon the irradiation on the diffraction grating surface, the 

incident light beam is split into several reflected beams by the surface of the periodic 

corrugate structure, Figure 8 [39]. With the appropriate condition (i.e. the grating grooves 

perpendicularly stand on the plane of incidence and the momentum of diffracted light is 

raised to equivalent to the propagation constant of the SP), the SP can be occurred by 

coupling of the diffracted light. The coupling condition may be written as the follow 

equation: 

 

 

 

where λ is the grating period, m is numbers representing the diffraction order of the diffracted 

light, βSP is the propagation constant of SP, Re is the real part of a complex number, and n is 

the refractive index After the occurrence of the grating-coupled SP excitation, some amount 

of the energy of the incident wave is used and transformed into the energy of SP. The energy 

of SP is dissolute in the metal film. Thus, the intensity of the incident light wave is decreased 

and detected as a dip in the function of the angular or wavelength of reflected spectrum [39, 

40].  

It can be seen that the SP excitation sensitive to the modification of the relative index 

of the dielectric on the surface of the conductor. A modification in the refractive index of the 

dielectric causes a change in the propagation constant of SP, resulting in the change of the 

coupling condition, for example coupling angle, coupling wavelength, intensity, and phase. 
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Base on this knowledge, sensors which use the principle of SP can be created by monitor the 

change of angular, wavelength, intensity, or phase [40]. 

 

Figure 19  Diagram illustrated the diffraction of light by a diffraction grating [39]. 

5. Thin film bulk heterojunction organic solar cell 

Thin film bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cell delivers a promising 

performance of light-electricity conversion. Recently, the organic photovoltaic technology 

has delivered the photoconversion efficiencies (PCEs) of those organic solar cells about 5-6% 

and rised up to 10.6% for those of tandem cell structures [41]. In gernaral, the structure of 

thin film BHJ organic solar cell is the laminated organic thin films sandwiched between a 

transparent and metal electrodes, Figure 9. the bulk BHJ concept was introduced by blending 

two polymers having donor and acceptor properties in solution [42-44]. Figure 10 shows the 

polymer donors and fullerene accepter that usually use for the fabrication the solar cell. To 

make a device, the mixture of the polymer is casted as a film to create the solid state mixture 

of donor polymer and fullerene accepter. The lamination of two polymer layers is another 

method that provide a diffusive interface between donor and accepter moieties [45].  
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A A B C

 

Figure 20 (A) common type solar cells with single-junction structure, (B) inverted type solar 

cells with single-junction structure, and (C) common type tandem solar cells with multi-

junction structure [46]. 

 
(A) Donor: polymer

(B) Acceptor: fullerene

 

Figure 21 The examples of chemical structures of (A) polymer donors and (B) fullerenes 

acceptors used for making of the active layer of thin film organic solar cells [46]. 

Figure 11 shows the photoinduced charge transfer and its energetic description upon 

illumination. To generate the photocurrent, there are four fundamental steps of photon-

electron conversion mechanism in organic solar cell. In the first step, under illumination, 

photoinduced excitation of electrons in the polymer donor occurs. The electron from the 
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highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) move to the lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) of the polymer, resulting in the formation of a Frenkel exciton which is the 

electron–hole bound with columbic interaction. For the second step, the photo-generated 

excitons migrate to the interfaces between the donor and acceptor within the diffusion length 

(LD). In addition, the LD value of the organic materials is normally 10 nm. Thus, the donor or 

acceptor domain size should be less than 20 nm to avoid the recombination. Third, charge-

transfer (CT) process occurs at the donor-acceptor interface to procedure a CT exciton, where 

the hole remain in the donor while and the electron remain in the acceptor phases. Fourth, the 

last step, the  CT exciton separates, causing the formation of free hole and electron, which are 

then move through the donor and acceptor phases, respectively, to their respective electrodes 

[46].  

A B

 

Figure 22 (A) The schematic of the photoinduced charge transfer of donor polymer to 

fullerene accepter. (B) The energy level diagram. After excitation, the electron is transferred 

to the C60 induced by electron affinity of C60 [47]. 

To characterize the electrical properties of the solar cell, the current-voltage (I-V) 

measurement is performed.  Figure 12 shows the I-V characteristics of the solar cell. Without 

illumination, I-V curve shows that the current can be obtained after the forward bias with the 

voltages larger than the open circuit voltage. Upon irradiation, the photocurrent flows with 

the reverse direction compare with the injected currents. Base on the I-V curve, in the fourth 

quadrant, the device can produce power (i.e., I × V). At the maximum power point (IMMP and 
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VMMP), the power produced form the solar cell reaches the maximum. By comparison of the 

power to the incident light intensity, the efficiency of a solar cell can be evaluated. Filling 

factor (FF), which can be defined as the fraction of the photo-generated charge carriers that 

truly reach the electrodes, is given by FF = VMPP × IMPP/(VOC × ISC). Thus, the efficiency (ƞ) 

of the device can be written followed equation [47]: 

 

 

 

where Isc is the short-circuit current and Voc is the open circuit voltage.  

 

Figure 23 I-V characteristic of a thin film organic solar cell. The dashed line and the dark line 

represent I-V curves without and with illuminated, respectively [47].  

As discussion above, the thin film organic solar cells technilogy provide a promising 

benefits of using those of organic solr cells, for example low cost of production and light 

weight. However, the nanometer-thin active layer lead to the low light trapping ability, 

resulting in the diminution of the performance. Inaddition, incresae the thickness of the active 
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layer in the device can improve the ligh absorption, but decrease the device performance due 

to the increase of recombination process. To improve light trapping efficiency in photovoltaic 

device, numerous techniques have been developed. Introducing of nanostructures into the 

solar cell can improve the performance of the devices by reduce the reflected light [48, 49]. 

Using of plasmonic nanoparticles[50-52] as well as plasmonic grating structure [53, 54] in 

organic solar cells have been interested for several years as it show the promising 

enhancement of solar cell efficiency. However, the understanding of how plasmonic effect 

enhanced the organic solar cells is now being in the consideration. Thus, we have interested 

to study about how GCSPR improve the performance of the organic solar cell. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE DISSERTATION 

Because we have interested in the use of SPR property the metal nanostructures on the 

electronic application, i.e. photocatalyst and photovoltaic, as we mention above. Therefore 

we study and develop the system which uses the LSPR of metal nanoparticles, GCSPR, and 

the combination of LSPR and GCSPR to enhance the photocatalytic property of the 

photocatalyst (TiO2).  Moreover, the GCSP enhanced thin film organic photovoltaic was also 

studied.  Thus, the key aims of this dissertation are: 

1. To prepare gold nanoparticle (AuNP)–TiO2 nanocomposite by a conventional wet-

chemical reaction.  

2. To study the photocurrent of the water splitting reaction originated catalyzed by 

AuNP-TiO2 photocatalyst electrode under illumination of white light.  

3. To study the LSPR and grating-coupled SP enhanced photocurrent of TiO2 

photocatalyst electrode. 

4. To study the GCSPR enhanced thin film organic P3HT:PCBM solar cells. 

 

SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation exhibited the application of LSPR and GCSPR for the enhancement 

the photocatalytic activity of a thin film photocatalyst and performance of thin film organic 

photovoltaic. The dissertation is divided into two parts. For the first part, we focus on the use 
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of LSPR and GCSPR for enhancement of the photocurrent property of TiO2 (P25). AuNP–

TiO2 nanocomposite was prepared by a simple wet-chemical reaction. The gold ions were 

reduced on the surface of TiO2 using NaBH4 as a reducer. Then the nanocomposite was 

deposited on transparent-conductive electrode (ITO-coated glass) to obtain AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposite PEC electrode.  The photocurrent of the water-splitting reaction catalyzed 

PEC with the enhancement of LSPR of the gold nanoparticles upon illumination with visible 

light was investigated. Moreover, we introduced a novel method to enhance the photocurrent 

of TiO2 by a multiple plasmonic effect originated form the cooperation of LSPR of plasmonic 

gold nanoparticles and the GCSPR of a gold grating. For the second part, we study on the 

enhancement of the photocurrent and the efficiency of thin film P3HT:PCBM solar cells by 

GCSPR. The BD-R and BD grating pattern (Λ = 330 nm) were created on the active layer of 

the solar cell using pressure-less nanoimprinting technique, following by thermal evaporation 

of aluminum to obtain the BD-R and BD grating back electrode. The optical properties of the 

fabricated devices were investigated. The electrical properties of the solar cells were 

systematic studied. The discussion was separated into two topics as followed:  

1. Investigation of localized surface plasmon/grating-coupled surface plasmon 

enhanced photocurrent in TiO2 thin 

2.  Grating-coupled SPR Enhanced NIR Activities of Organic Photovoltaic Devices 

Originated by BD-R and BD grating structures. 
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CHAPTER II 

Investigation of localized surface plasmon/grating-coupled 

surface plasmon enhanced photocurrent in TiO2 thin films 
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ABSTRACT 

We fabricated plasmonic AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite films and measured the photocurrent 

that originates from the water-splitting reaction catalyzed by the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite 

PEC electrode. The LSPR of the gold nanoparticles affected the generation of photocurrent 

by TiO2 upon illumination with visible light. EIS revealed that the improvement in the 

photocurrent generation originates from an enhancement in electron–hole pair generation 

induced by the SPR of the plasmonic AuNPs than the extension of the electron lifetime. 

Moreover, we introduced a novel method to enhance the photocurrent of TiO2 by a multiple 

plasmonic effect, i.e., LSPR of AuNPs and the GCSPR on a gold grating. We fabricated the 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites on a gold-coated BD-R. The enhancement of the photocurrent 

due to the combination of LSPR and the GCSPR was investigated 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of economic systems today has led to an increase in global 

energy consumption, especially in large capital cities. Environmental pollution is increasing 

because of the release of byproducts into the atmosphere in the fossil fuel–electricity energy 

conversion process. Calculations performed in 2009 show that the expected time before the 

depletion of fossil fuels will be 107, 37, and 35 years for coal, gas, and oil, respectively [1]. 

Alternative energy sources, particularly solar energy, are therefore in demand for sustainable 

living. Photocatalysts have become important materials for solar energy harvesting. TiO2 is a 

widely used photocatalyst due to its promising properties, which include physical and 

chemical stability, good photocatalytic activity, and low cost [2]. However, only solar 

photons in the UV region can excite this photocatalyst because of its large energy bandgap [3, 

4]. In an effort to improve the photocatalytic activity, doping of TiO2 with non-metal atoms 

such as N, C, and S or with transition-metal cations has been used to create an additional state 

in the bandgap and to extend the optical properties to the visible region [5, 6]. The doping of 

TiO2 with noble metal nanoparticles has been of considerable interest. Noble metal 

nanoparticles provide strong optical extinction in the visible region because of the LSPR 

associated with the electromagnetic field surrounding nearby nanoparticle surfaces. The 

LSPR of metal nanoparticles can improve the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 by three 

pathways, namely reradiation (scattering), transfer of energy to the adjacent semiconductors 

via plasmon resonance energy transfer (PRET), or production of hot electron transfer to 

nearby semiconductors [3, 7, 8]. As AuNPs provide an appropriate additional state, several 
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research groups reported the use of Au nanoparticles to study the optical activity of TiO2 in 

the visible [3, 4, 6, 9, 10] and the near-infrared regions [7] .  

The GCSPR is another convenient propagating surface plasmon excitation method 

that does not involve the use of a prism. The grating structure provides light scattering and 

light trapping, both of which lead to an increase in the photocurrent event without SP 

excitation [11]. Our previous studies concerned the enhancement of the photocurrent of 

organic thin-film photovoltaic cells and dye-sensitized solar cells by using metal-coated 

gratings. The results showed high conversion efficiency for a gold grating substrate. 

Moreover, the corresponding results from simulations showed that the increase in the strong 

electric field with SP excitations leads to an increase in the photocurrent of the photovoltaic 

cells [12, 13]. 

In this study, we fabricated AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites and measured the 

photocurrent originating from the water-splitting reaction catalyzed by a AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposite PEC electrode. The photocurrent properties were monitored under white light 

illumination to mimic real solar light. The LSPR of gold nanoparticles affected the generation 

of photocurrent in TiO2 upon illumination with visible light. Moreover, a novel method was 

employed to enhance the photocurrent of TiO2 by a multiple plasmonic effect, i.e., LSPR of 

plasmonic gold nanoparticles and the GCSPR on a gold grating. The AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposites were fabricated on a gold-coated BD-R. The enhancement of the 

photocurrent due to the combination of the LSPR and the GCSPR was investigated. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Chemicals and materials 

Tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4), sodium borohydride (NaBH4), and titanium dioxide 

nanopowders (TiO2, Aeroxides P25) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Japan). Potassium 

chloride (KCl), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and methanol were acquired from Kanto Chemical 

Co. Ltd. All chemicals were used as received without additional purification. Deionized 

water (DI-water) was used as a solvent. Prior to use, all glassware and glass substrates were 

consecutively cleaned using a liquid detergent, tap water and DI-water in an ultrasonic bath 

(15 min for each step). 

 

Synthesis and characterization of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

The AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites were synthesized by a simple wet chemical 

approach as reported elsewhere [14]. The percentage molar ratio of gold in the AuNP–TiO2 
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nanocomposites (%Au–TiO2) was varied by changing the concentration of gold ions, whereas 

the concentration of TiO2 was kept constant at 6.3mM. In general, for the preparation of 4% 

Au–TiO2, TiO2 (0.05 g) was dispersed in DI-water with vigorous stirring for 10 min. The pH 

of the suspension was adjusted to 1 using 0.1 M HCl. The suspension was left in an ultrasonic 

bath for 1 h. After the dispersion process was complete, HAuCl4 (0.5 mL, 50.8 mM) was 

added into the suspension with vigorous stirring for 1 h. A solution of NaBH4 (0.4 M) was 

added dropwise to the suspension until the color of the suspension changed to purple. The 

suspension of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites was aged overnight and preconcentrated to 250.4 

mM by centrifugation. UV-visible absorption spectra of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

were recorded on a Jasco V650 UV-visible spectrophotometer and their morphologies were 

characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on a JEOL JEM-1200 EX 

microscope operating at 70 kV. 

 

Fabrication of a AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photocatalyst electrode on an ITO glass 

substrate 

The suspension of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites (5 mL, 250.4 mM), polyvinyl alcohol 

PVA (4.3 mL, 3.75% w/v), DI-water (0.7 mL), and methanol (10 mL) were mixed together 

with vigorous stirring for 2 h. The mixture was spin coated at 700 rpm onto indium-doped tin 

oxide (ITO) glass substrates. The spin-coating process was repeated 5 times. The film was 

dried under ambient conditions for 1 h and calcined at 400 °C for 2 h. A nanocomposite 

photocatalyst electrode with rough surfaces and a thickness of approximately 460 nm was 

obtained, as shown in Figure S1, APPENDIX A. Based on previous reports, [15-17] P25 

TiO2 is the combination of 70–80% of the anatase phase and 20–30% of the rutile phase. 

 

Fabrication of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photocatalyst electrode on a gold grating 

substrate 

Diffraction gratings (L = 320 nm) were fabricated on BD-Rs (LTH type, TAIYO 

YUDEN), as described in our previous report [13]. The BD-Rs were cut into small rectangles 

(2.5 cm x 4.0 cm) and submerged in conc. HNO3 for 20 min to remove the dye layer from the 

BD-Rs. After dye removal, the BD-Rs were consecutively cleaned with a liquid detergent, tap 

water, and twice in DI-water in an ultrasonic bath (15 min for each step) and dried under a 

stream of N2. The clean BD-Rs were coated with a 150 nm gold film by thermal evaporation. 

The gold gratings were coated with the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites dispersed in 50% 
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methanol by spin coating at 700 rpm. The photocatalyst electrodes were annealed at 90 °C for 

30 min. 

 

Characterization of photocurrent properties 

The short-circuit photocurrent of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photocatalyst 

electrode was collected using an HABF 5001 potentiostat from Hokuto Denko Corporation. 

The films were irradiated using an HAL-C100 solar simulator from Asahi Spectra USA Inc. 

The light intensity was 73 mW/cm2. To study the photocurrent properties of the AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposites, the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photocatalyst electrode (working electrode) 

and a platinum film (counter electrode) were mounted on a 1 cm-thick-Teflon cell, as shown 

in Figure S2, APPENDIX A. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl, and the electrolyte was 

0.1 M KCl. The active area of the cell was 2.7 cm2 EIS was performed using a Parstat 4000 

potentiostat from Princeton Applied Research at frequencies in the range 0.1–100 kHz and 

excitation amplitude of 15 mV. To measure the photocurrent of the nanocomposite/gold 

grating system, the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite/gold grating photocatalyst electrode 

(working electrode) and platinum gauze fixed on a glass substrate (counter electrode) were 

mounted on a 0.3 cm-thick-Teflon cell, as shown in Figure S3, APPENDIX A. The 

electrolyte was 0.1 M KCl. The active area of the cell was 2.7 cm2. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preparation of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

The AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites were synthesized by the reduction of gold ions on 

TiO2 surfaces. It is known that the z-potential of dispersed TiO2 particles becomes positive 

through the adsorption of H+ ions on the surface when the pH is lower than the isoelectric 

point (IEP) [18]. Therefore, the surface charge of the dispersed TiO2 (IEP = 5.88) becomes 

positive when the pH of the solution is 1. The [AuCl4]- ions are attracted to positively 

charged TiO2 through electrostatic interactions; consequently, they are reduced on the surface 

of TiO2 by NaBH4 [14, 19]. TEM images of TiO2 and AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites are 

shown in Figure 1A and B, respectively. The size of the individual TiO2 particles is in the 

range 15–20 nm. After the doping process, small spherical gold nanoparticles with a size 

range of 3–5 nm appear on the surface of TiO2. The aggregation of the nanocomposite 

particles formed by the doping of AuNPs on the TiO2 surface can be observed. A digital 

photograph of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites with various concentrations of AuNPs is 

shown in Figure 1C. The color of the dispersed nanocomposites gradually changed from 
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milky white to dark purple as the concentration of AuNPs increased from 0% to 8%. In 

addition, TiO2 (P25), which is the composition between the anatase and rutile phases, has an 

absorption band in the UV region due to the approximately 3.2 eV band gap transition [20, 

21]. Thus, the observed color change was caused by the existing gold nanoparticles on the 

TiO2 surface. As the color of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites changed to purple, the material 

should show optical activity in the visible region.  

UV-visible absorption measurements were monitored to investigate the optical 

properties of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites. As shown in Figure 1D, the results reveal an 

improvement in the broad-band absorption in the visible region due to the LSPR phenomenon 

of AuNPs. As the Au–TiO2 composition was increased from 0% to 8%, the absorption 

intensities at approximately 575 nm corresponding to the center of the SPR of AuNPs 

increased. As the LSPR peak of water-dispersed Au nanoparticles with the size of 3–5 nm is 

at around 520 nm, the observed LSPR peak is found to be red-shifted. This can be explained 

as follows: (i) the stabilizer-free system leads to the aggregation of those nanocomposites.  

The decrease of the inter-particle distance of adjacent plasmonic nanoparticles causes the 

coupling of LSPR. (ii) The aggregation of AuNP–TiO2 affects the increase of the refractive 

index on the surface of nanoparticles [22, 23]. Furthermore, the band broadening of the SPR 

absorption peaks also implies the diversity of the shapes and sizes of the plasmonic 

nanoparticles because of the stabilizer-free system [24]. As the SPR of gold nanoparticles 

facilitates the optical activity of TiO2 in the visible region, the photocatalytic activity of TiO2, 

particularly for the photoinduced water-splitting reaction, is expected to be improved under 

white light irradiation. 

 

Photocurrent properties of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

The photocatalytic properties of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites were investigated by 

monitoring the photocurrents of the fabricated nanocomposite photocatalyst electrode. The 

films were irradiated with white light from a solar simulator without any UV-cutting filters. 

The light intensity was 73 mW/cm2. As shown in Figure 2A and Figure S4 (APPENDIX A), 

the short-circuit photocurrent obtained from 0.5% Au–TiO2 is optimum and approximately 

1.5 times higher than that obtained from the original TiO2 (0% of Au–TiO2). During 

irradiation, transient decay of the photocurrent was observed. A reasonable explanation for 

this observation is the release of accumulated electrons, which are rapidly generated during 

irradiation, in the TiO2 film [13, 25]. The I–V characteristics of TiO2 and AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposite films are shown in Figure 2B. The scanning potential range was between -0.5 
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V and +0.4 V versus open circuit potential under dark conditions with bare TiO2. Positive 

photocurrents were observed for the TiO2 and AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites upon illumination 

when the potential was more positive than -0.3 V. Higher photocurrent was obtained with 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites than with bare TiO2. This result indicates the effect of AuNPs in 

enhancing the photocatalytic performance of TiO2 under white light illumination. 
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Figure 24 TEM images of (A) TiO2 and (B) AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites with 0.5% of Au–

TiO2. The scale bars in (A) and (B) indicate 20 nm. The arrows indicate AuNPs on the TiO2 

surfaces. (C) Digital photograph and (D) UV-visible absorption spectra of AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposites with various Au–TiO2 ratios. 

The relationship between short-circuit photocurrent and concentration of Au–TiO2 

nanocomposites is shown in Figure 2C. The results reveal that the photocurrent increased as 

the Au–TiO2 increased, and a maximum current of approximately 17 mA was observed for 

0.5% Au–TiO2. However, an increase in the Au–TiO2 level to more than 0.5% led to a 

decrease in the photocurrent of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites. The decrease in the 

photocatalytic activities of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites was observed for 2–8% Au–TiO2 as 

the photocurrent was lower than the photocurrent from pure TiO2. This result indicates that a 
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loading of gold nanoparticles with less than 1% Au–TiO2 facilitates an improvement in the 

photocatalytic activity of TiO2.  

Under illumination, the photocatalytic activities of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

are dependent on separation of electron–hole pairs. In the UV region, TiO2 handles the 

production of these charge carrier species through the absorption of high-energy photons in a 

process that provides the electrons in the conduction band and the holes in the valence band 

of the semiconductor [5]. The SPR of plasmonic nanoparticles induced by visible light 

establishes the localized electric field close to the surfaces of AuNPs, which facilitates the 

generation of electron–hole pairs in the adjacent semiconductor and the formation of hot 

electrons at AuNPs, which can then be injected into the conduction band of the 

semiconductor [5, 8]. The photocurrent properties under UV irradiation at λ = 400 nm, which 

does not include the wavelength region of LSPR, were studied first. As shown in Figure 3A, 

under UV illumination, the photocurrent obtained with 0%, 0.1%, and 0.5% Au–TiO2 was 

0.29, 0.50, and 0.34 mA, respectively. Photocurrents of less than 0.29 mA were observed for 

gold contents in the nanocomposites of more than 0.5% Au–TiO2. The improvement and the 

decrease in the photocurrent of TiO2 can be understood as the AuNPs capture the 

photoinduced electrons from TiO2 and subsequently move these electrons from gold to the O2 

molecule on the semiconductor surface, thus leading to the formation of superoxide anion 

radicals, reduction in the recombination process, and enhancement of the dissociation of 

generated excitons. Conversely, excessive doping of AuNPs reduces the photocatalytic 

activity of TiO2 because of the decrease in the number of titanol groups on the surface of 

TiO2. Nevertheless, the high content of gold in the nanocomposite can act as a recombination 

center for the charge carrier species [26-28]. Another reasonable explanation for the 

improvement of photocurrent in those nanocomposite photocatalysts with 0.1% and 0.5% 

Au–TiO2 under UV illumination is the SPR excitation of AuNPs by absorption of visible 

light emitted from TiO2. It is known that the UV-excited anatase-phase TiO2 can undergo 

visible luminescence [28, 29]. The plasmon excited AuNPs can create energetic electrons that 

can be injected into the conduction band of TiO2 as it was observed with ZnO [30, 31]. 

However, the decrease of the photocurrent when increasing the percentage amount of gold in 

nanocomposites can be explained the observation that the doping of gold metal significantly 

diminishes the intensity as well as promotes the red-shift of the luminescence peak of TiO2 

[28]. The photocurrent induced by the LSPR of the plasmonic gold nanoparticles was studied 

upon illumination with polychromatic visible light (λ = 530–700 nm). As shown in Figure 

3B, the photocurrents achieved increase as the gold content in the nanocomposites increases, 
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and a maximum photocurrent of 1.45 mA was obtained with 2% Au–TiO2. The photocurrent 

decreases when the gold content is greater than 4% Au–TiO2. This behavior can be attributed 

to the negative effect of the excessive amount of gold nanoparticles on the TiO2 surface, as 

mentioned above. It was noted that the nanocomposite with 0.5% Au–TiO2 did not produce 

the highest photocurrent under monochromatic UV and polychromatic visible illumination, in 

contrast to the illumination with white light (i.e., with the solar simulator without any cut-off 

filter), as can be seen from Figure 2C and 3. Therefore, the catalytic properties of AuNP–

TiO2 nanocomposites appear to originate from the synergistic effect of TiO2 and plasmonic 

AuNPs under white light illumination. 
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Figure 25 (A) Short-circuit photocurrent and (B) I–V characteristics of TiO2 and AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposites with 0.5% Au–TiO2 with and without white light illumination. (C) 

Relationship between short-circuit photocurrent and the loading amount of gold nanoparticles 

in the nanocomposites. 
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Figure 26 Short-circuit photocurrent of AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites with various amounts of 

gold nanoparticles upon irradiation with the wavelengths (A) 400 nm and (B) 530–700 nm. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

The photoinduced water-splitting reaction involves the photoelectrocatalytic reaction 

at the interface between the photocatalyst electrode and the electrolyte. As a consequence, we 

performed the EIS characterization upon white light illumination with respect to charge 

transfer resistance and electron–hole pair separation efficiency [32]. The Nyquist plots for the 

TiO2 photocatalyst electrode are shown in Figure 4. Only one semicircle was observed in the 

low-frequency region of the Nyquist plots for TiO2 and this can be attributed to the charge 

transfer step of the PEC reaction [33, 34]. The EIS results were analyzed using ‘‘ZSimpWin’’ 

software to achieve the equivalence circuit model containing ohmic resistance (Rs), charge 

transfer resistance (Rct), and constant phase element (CPE).  

The EIS spectra of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites with several gold loading 

amounts are shown in Figure 5 along with the Nyquist plot and the Bode phase plot. The 

detailed EIS parameters obtained from the Nyquist plot are shown in Table 1. The exchange 

current density (I0) for the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite electrode was calculated using eqn (1) 

and these values are also shown in Table 1 [35, 36]. 

    I0 = RT/nFRct                                                           (1) 

where R, T, n, and F are the gas constant, temperature, number of transferred electrons, and 

Faraday constant, respectively. 
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Figure 27 Nyquist plots for the TiO2 photocatalyst electrode under white light illumination. 

The inset shows the equivalence circuit model obtained from the Nyquist curve fitting. 
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Figure 28 (A) Nyquist plot and (B) Bode phase plot for AuNP-decorated TiO2 nanocomposite 

photocatalyst electrodes with various loading amounts of gold nanoparticles under 

illumination with white light. 
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Table 2 EIS parameters for AuNP-decorated TiO2 nanocomposites 

Au/TiO2 Rs (Ω) Rct (Ω)
I0

(µA/cm2)
fpeak  (ms)

0 60 5,509 0.94 3.97 40

0.1 35 5,166 1.00 6.12 26

0.5 450 3,181 1.64 7.95 20

1 38 3,637 1.43 11.36 14

2 38 6,495 0.80 6.36 25

4 39 11,206 0.46 6.12 26

6 39 12,787 0.41 3.18 50

8 42 14,008 0.37 5.30 30
 

 

It can be seen from the results in Table 1 that the charge transfer resistance of the 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite photocatalyst electrodes decreases and reaches the lowest value 

of 3181 Ω at 0.5% Au–TiO2. According to the charge transfer resistance, the highest 

exchange current density of 1.64 mA/cm2 can be obtained from the same gold loading 

amount. In contrast, an increase in the charge transfer resistance and a decrease in the 

exchange current density are observed when Au–TiO2 exceeds 0.5%. Based on the EIS 

results, the improvement in the PEC activities can be attributed to the effect of the SPR of the 

plasmonic gold nanoparticles, which enhances the electron–hole pair separation. Thus, the 

PEC reaction is promoted, resulting in an increase in the electrical current flow through the 

semiconductor/electrolyte interface. However, higher levels of gold loading cause 

recombination. Therefore, we assessed the lifetime of the photoinduced electrons of the 

nanocomposite electrodes. The Bode phase plot for the nanocomposite electrode reveals the 

single characteristic frequency peak (max), which is related to the photoinduced electron 

lifetime () in the nanocomposite electrodes, as described by the following equation [32, 37, 

38]: 

        = 1/(2max)                                                     (2) 

A decrease in the lifetime of the photoinduced electron together with an increase in 

the exchange current density was observed in the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites as the 

concentration of AuNPs was increased from 0.1% to 1%. These changes in behavior could be 
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due to the effect of the SPR of gold nanoparticles in generating photoinduced electron–hole 

pairs with a high population. Thus, the recombination probabilities can increase as the 

electron lifetime decreases. However, compared to the pristine TiO2, a decrease in the 

lifetime of the photoinduced electron together with a decrease in the exchange current density 

can be observed in the nanocomposites with Au–TiO2 levels above 2%. The deterioration of 

the catalytic performance might be attributed to the decrease in the number of titanol groups 

on the TiO2 surface and the increase in the number of recombination centers when a large 

amount of gold is present on the semiconductor. It should be noted that a slight increase in 

the electron lifetime was observed when the gold loading content exceeded 1%, and a low 

probability of recombination due to the generation of a small number of electron–hole pairs 

was recognized. 

 

GCSPR-enhanced photocurrent properties of TiO2 and AuNP-decorated TiO2 

nanocomposites 

Our previous reports concerned the improvement of the short-circuit photocurrent of 

organic thin-film photovoltaic cells and dye-sensitized solar cells by using the GC-SPR 

technique [12, 13]. It was expected that a combination of the GCSPR of gold gratings and the 

LSPR of plasmonic AuNPs would lead to an enhancement in the photocatalytic activity of 

TiO2. The gold grating substrate was fabricated by coating a 150 nm-thick gold film on a 

polycarbonate BD-R. An AFM image of the bare gold grating with a periodic grating pitch of 

ca. 320 nm is shown in Figure S5A, APPENDIX A. After the fabrication of the TiO2 layer on 

the gold grating substrate, the AFM image clearly indicates that the periodic grating structure 

is covered by the TiO2 layer, as shown in Figure S5B, APPENDIX A. The propagating SPR 

excitation on the grating substrate was studied by measuring the SPR reflectivity curve as a 

function of wavelength at various incident angles. Figure 6A and B show that the reflectivity 

curve on gold/grating clearly indicates that SPR can be obtained as the presence of the dip 

peaks in the reflection spectrum upon irradiation with p-polarized light. The redshift of the 

dip peaks from 520 nm to 638 nm upon increasing the incidence angle confirmed the SPR 

properties of the fabricated gold/grating substrate [39]. The SPR reflection spectra of the 

TiO2–gold grating and the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite/gold grating substrates are shown in 

Figure 6C and D, respectively.  
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Figure 29 SPR reflectivity curves of the bare gold grating irradiated with (A) s-polarization 

and (B) p-polarization. SPR reflectivity curves of (C) TiO2–gold grating photocatalyst 

electrode and (D) AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites/gold grating photocatalyst electrode irradiated 

with p-polarization. 

The reflectivity curves are redshifted and the reflection intensity is decreased, as 

compared to the bare gold grating substrate. The change in the SPR reflection pattern is 

attributed to the modification of the reflective index of the casting layer [39, 40]. It should be 
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noted that the reflectivity of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposite/gold grating substrate clearly 

decreased in the wide wavelength region studied, which indicates that the multiple plasmonic 

structure is a highly light-absorbing system. The reflectivity curves of the fabricated 

substrates irradiated with s-polarized light (without GCSPR excitation) indicated the decrease 

of the reflectivity (increase of light absorption) by adding AuNPs as shown in Fig. S6, 

APPENDIX A. However, as can be seen in Figure 6D and Figure S6B, APPENDIX A, the 

reflectivity with p-polarized light (with GCSPR) exhibits a further decrease (higher light 

absorption) as compared to that with s-polarized light (without GCSPR), clearly indicating 

that the multiple plasmonic effect, i.e. the combination of AuNPs and GCSPR, can improve 

the light absorption of the photocatalyst substrates. We previously reported that a strong 

electric field was generated from the AuNPs/Au grating film due to the interaction between 

LSPR of those plasmonic nanoparticles and GCSPR of gold grating [41-43]. Similar to our 

previous study, the interaction between LSPR of gold nanoparticles on TiO2 surfaces and 

grating-coupled SPR of the gold grating substrate could be obtained. Upon direct light 

irradiation, plasmonic gold nanoparticles can generate a strong electric field by LSPR 

excitation on the surfaces of those plasmonic particles. Meanwhile, the GCSPR on gold 

grating is also excited by incident light, which also generates the strong electric field on the 

plasmonic gold particles deposited near the surface of gold grating. The strong electric field 

of GCSPR can further excite the LSPR on the gold nanoparticles. This interaction between 

LSPR and GCSPR could facilitate the multiple enhancement of electric field near the TiO2 

surface, resulting in the strong enhancement of the photocurrent of TiO2.  

To study the effect of SP-enhanced catalytic properties of the developed system, the 

photocurrent was monitored under white light illumination with s-polarization (without 

grating-coupled SP excitation) and p-polarization (with grating-coupled SP excitation). The 

incidence angles were varied from 0° to 40°. Incidence angles larger than 40° were neglected 

because of the limited experimental configuration of the photoelectrochemical cell. The 

photocurrent for the TiO2–gold grating as a function of the incident angles is represented in 

Figure 7A. The results clearly indicate an improvement in the photocurrent for the TiO2–gold 

grating with grating-coupled SP excitation for all incident angles. The lower photocurrents 

were obtained because low-temperature annealing was used in this experiment. Based on our 

previous simulation, which showed strong electric field intensity on the gold grating surface 

under p-pol illumination, [12, 13] the generation of electron–hole pairs for TiO2 in the 

vicinity of the strong electric field is promoted, as shown schematically in Figure 7B.  
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The influence of GCSPR on the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites was investigated 

further. The photocurrents of TiO2–flat gold, TiO2–gold grating, and AuNP–TiO2–gold 

grating under p-polarization illumination (with GCSPR) are shown in Figure 8. The 

improvement in the photocurrent of the TiO2–gold grating as compared to TiO2–flat gold can 

be observed. Furthermore, a marked improvement in the photocurrent was obtained from the 

AuNP–TiO2–gold grating with 0.5% Au–TiO2 for all incident angles. The comparison of 

photocurrent after changing from s- to p-polarization is shown in Figure S7, APPENDIX A. 

This result indicates that the enhancement of the photocurrent from the AuNP–TiO2–gold 

grating originates from the coupling effect of the LSPR and GCSPR of AuNPs and the gold 

grating substrate. As can be seen in Figure 7A and 8, the photocurrent decreased upon 

increasing the incident angle. This result is reasonable because the GCSPR excitation 

wavelength is far from the LSPR wavelength of AuNPs at higher incident angles, whereas the 

GCSPR wavelength at lower angles is closer to the LSPR wavelength. These results suggest 

that the multiple plasmonic effects, i.e., the GCSPR and LSPR complex system, are 

promising for the enhancement of photocurrent generation for the TiO2 system. 
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Figure 30 (A) Short-circuit photocurrent TiO2–gold grating irradiated by white light with s- 

and p-polarization. (B) Schematic representation of the fabricated TiO2–gold grating. 
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Figure 31 The short-circuit photocurrent of TiO2–flat gold, TiO2–gold grating, and AuNP–

TiO2 nanocomposite/gold grating irradiated by white light with p-polarization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites were fabricated by reducing gold ions on the TiO2 

surface, and the catalytic activity of this material was investigated by measuring the short-

circuit photocurrent of the photocatalyst electrode under white light illumination. The AuNPs 

on the TiO2 surface can extend the active photon range from only the UV region to both the 

UV and visible regions. The appropriate concentration of AuNPs in the nanocomposites was 

0.5% Au–TiO2 because this ratio provided the highest photocurrent signal in the UV-visible 

region. The use of higher amounts of gold in the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites reduced the 

photocurrent properties and only low photocurrent production was observed. The results of 

the EIS study revealed that the improvement in the photocurrent originates from the 

enhancement of electron–hole pair generation induced by the SPR of the plasmonic gold 

nanoparticles rather than the extension of the electron lifetime. The photocurrent activity of 

the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites can be further enhanced by surface plasmon resonance 

excitation from a gold grating substrate. The combination of the GCSPR from the gold 

grating and the LSRP from the gold nanoparticles provides a promising enhancement effect 

to increase the photocurrent. The results of this study could provide a greater understanding 

and basic knowledge of these systems as well as an enhancement of photocurrent intensity in 

photocatalytic devices for solar harvesting applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this report, we studied the GCSPR enhanced thin film organic solar cells. The device with 

structure of Al/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS:ITO/glass were fabricated. BD-R and BD grating 

patterns were produced on the top of the active layer, following by the formation of Al film to 

obtain the grating back electrode for each solar cell. The presence of diffraction grating 

patterns shows the improvement of light absorption of the solar cell which can be described 

to the effect of ligh scattering and GCSPR. Our results show that the enhancement of 

photocurrent and efficiency of solar cells can be obtained form the solar cells with BD and 

BD-R grating structures compared with our device without grating. The improvement of the 

photocurrents form the BD-R and BD solar cells are 11.05% and 10.6%, respectively. 

Nevertheless, the enhancment of efficiency of BD-R and BD solar cell are obtained with 

19.28% and  3.21%, respectively.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

BHJ solar cell exhibits a promising performance of light-electricity conversion 

efficiency together with several advantages, for example light weight, being flexible, 

inexpensive, etc [1]. The BHJ concept was introduced by blending of two polymers having 

donor and acceptor properties together in order to achieve the active layer of the solar cell 

with the elevated existing of donor-acceptor interfacial area for exciton dissociation. This 

reduce the diffusion distance that the photogenerated exciton needs to move before reaching 

the donor-acceptor interface, resulting in the reduce of recombination and increase the charge 

photo generation. [1-4]. Upon irradiation, the photocurent is generated by the absorption of 

light over the absorption region of the blened polymers. The increase of the thickness of the 

active layer  can increase the light absorption, but decreas the efficiency of the BHJ solar cell. 

This limitation is due to the short diffusion length of the photogenerated excitons in the 

blended polymer layer which is typically less than 20 nm [5, 6]. Thus, increase the thickness 

of the active layer can increase the possibility of recombination. Numerous techniques have 

been developed aimming to improve the light traping abitity of the BHJ solar cells. 

Introducing of nanostructures into the BHJ solar cells can create the light traping layer and  

improve the performanc of the devices by reduce the reflected light [7, 8]. The fabrication of 

the solar cell on the textured substrate, in particular V-shaped light traping configuration, can 

be a interesting way to improve the solar cell  performance with the 52% efficiency 

enhancement via multiple reflection of incident light [9].  

The use of plasmonic structures in the solar cells is a promissing approach to create 
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additional light traping layer facilitating the improvement light absorption capability and 

efficiency of the solar cells without increase of the active layer thickness. Plasmonic 

nanoparticles, such as Au and Ag [10-14] offer the enhancement of the efficiency via ligh 

scattering effect that can couple and trap the light into the active layer, and LSPR effect that 

can provide the strong near field enhancement near the surface of the particle to increase the 

absorption of the absorber near by[15, 16]. Similar to plasmonic nanoparticles, metalic-

corrugated nanostructure can be an efficient ligh-trping element for the solar cells by 

coupling of  the incident ligh into GCSPR which cause the traping and guiding of ligh into 

semicomduictor [15-21]. Several group have reported the benefit of using of periodic[16, 17] 

and non-periodic[18, 22] diffraction grating  to enhancement of the efficiency of the solarr 

cells. In the same way, our previous works also showed that the GCSPR can enhance short-

curcuit photocurrent of photovoltaic devices as well as dye-sensitized solar cells which were 

fabricated on top of metal-caoted BD-R [23, 24]. 

In this work, we investigate the GCSPR enhanced BHJ solar cells. The solar cell 

Al/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass was fabricated. The subwavelength diffraction 

grating pattern was transfered form a master template to the active layer of the solar cell 

using PDMS mould. The fomation of the grating structure in the surface of the blended 

polymer was studied. The effect of two different diffraction gratings, in particular periodic 

(BD-R) and non-periodic (BD) were studied. Using of used BD-R and BD can be an 

alternative way to reduce electronic wastes yet benefit the energy industail. The SPR 

reflectivity results reveal the incrase of traped light as a broad band absorption  form 400 nm  

to 650 nm in the device with grating structure which cab be the effect of ligh scattering. The 

increase of the absorption at the wavelength long than 650 nm can be observed and assigned 

to the GCSPR of Al grating as the present of redshifted dip when increase the incident angle. 

The introducing of BD and BDR diffraction grating as the additional light trapping layer can 

increase the short-curcuit photocurrent and the efficiency of the solar cells.  To gain more 

insight understanding on how diffraction grating  enhancec the perforamnce of the solar cells, 

spectral-photocurrent  experiments were conducted under illumination of polarized light. The 

enhencement of photocurrent originated for from the light scattering effect and GCSPR were 

studied. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Chemicals and Materails     

Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT), 1-(3-methoxycarbonyl)propyl-1-
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phenyl[6,6]C61 (PCBM), and 1,2-dichlorobenzene were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(Japan). CleviosTM HTL Solar, which used as hole-transport material, was obtained from 

Heraeus Precious Metals GmbH & Co. KG (Germany). Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, 

Sylgard® 184 silicone elastomer kit) was acquired from Dow Corning Corporation (United 

States). All chemicals were used as received without additional purification. ITO-coated 

glasses (10 Ω/cm2) were purchased from Furuuchi chemical (Japan). To prepare a transparant 

electrode for a solar cell , the ITO coated glass was cut into small pieces with the size of 2  

2.5 cm. ITO patterns were formed by HCl etching method. The patterned ITO electrodes 

were stepwise cleaned by liquid detergent, tap water, and two time of deionized water in an 

ultrasonic bath, 15 minutes for each step, and dried by blowing of N2. BD-R and BD were 

used as periodic and non-periodic diffraction grating templates, respectively. The BD-R and 

BD were cut into several pieces and immersed them in conc. HNO3 to eliminate the dye layer 

deposited on the polycarbonate grating substrate. The BD-R and BD were cleaned and dried. 

As shown in Figure S1, APPENDIX B, the BD-R provide a periodic rectangular gtaing 

pattern with a 330 nm grating pitch and a ~39 nm grating hight while the BD provide a 

discontinueus pit array with pitch length and depth of 330 nm and ~48 nm, respectively. To 

prepare PDMS moulds, The cleaned BD-R and BD were used as master templates. The liquid 

PDMS was casted on top of the BD-R and BD and then placed in vaccum chamber for 2 

hours in order to remove air boubles in the liquid PDMS, followed by curing at 79 °C for 3 

hours. After curing, the PDMS moulds could be easily removed from the master templates 

and used for transforing of diffeaction grating pattern to the active layer of the solar cells. 

 

Device Fabrication  

The P3HT:PCBM blended polymer solution was prepared by dissolving of P3HT 

(0.015 g) and PCBM (0.012) in DB (1.3g) and left it in the ultrasonic bath overnight. The 

concentration of blended polymer solution was 27 mg/mL with the P3HT:PCBM weight ratio 

of 1:0.8. To fabricate the solar cell, the ITO substrate was treated with UV/O3 for 50 minutes 

in order to remove any dirt and improve the wettability of the ITO surface. The hole transport 

layer was formed on the ITO electrode by spin coating of the CleviosTM HTL Solar solution 

at 3000 rpm and dried at 120 °C for 11 minuites. The active layer was applied on the hole 

transport layer by spin-coating at 1500 rpm. Figure S2, APPENDIX B, shows the fabrication 

of gtaing structure on the solar cell. The PDMS mould was carefully applied on the surface of 

active layer. Note that, any air boubles traped between the PDMS mould and the substrate 

must be eliminated. Then, the whole substrate was left in an oven at 100 °C for 60 minutes 
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and cooled down to room temperature before detachment of the PDMS mould. A 150 nm-

thick aluminum film was formed on the P3HT:PCBM blended polymer layer using thermal 

evapotation. The device Al/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass was anneal at 150 °C in a 

vacuum chamber before characterizations.  

 

Characterization 

The morphologies of fabricated devices were studied by an atomic force microscope 

(AFM, SPM-9600 from Shimadzu Corporation). For the SPR-reflectivity characterization, 

the solar cell was fixed on a θ-2θ goniometer stage. The device was irradiated by polarized 

white light generated from a halogen light source. The zero-order reflected light was detected 

by a monochromatic light detector. The SP excitation was examined as a function of the 

wavelength at a specific incident angle. To characterize the electrical properties of the 

fabricated solar we conducted an electrometer (B2901 from Agilent Technology). The devices 

were illumined by a solar simulator (HAL-C100 from Asahi Spectra USA Inc.) with the 

intensity of 75 mW/cm2. For the spectral-photocurrent study, the solar cells were irradiated 

using a monochromatic light source (MLS-1510 from Asahi Spectra USA Inc.). To study the 

electrical properties of the solar cells with different angles of illumination, the devices were 

mounted on a rotatable stage as shown in Figure S3, APPENDIX B. For illumination of 

polarized light, a linear polarizer was applied between light source and the solar cell, Figure 

S3 (B), APPENDIX B. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Formation of diffraction grating pattern on the solar cell. 

To fabricate the grating structure on the solar cell divices, we transfered the BD-R and 

BD grating patterns to the active layer of the solar cells using the PDMS moulds. The moulds 

were carefully placed on the active layer in order to create the nanoconfinement contact 

between the grating grooves and the surface of the polymer film. In addition, the mobility of 

the blended polymer plays an important role in the formation of grating structure as it needs 

to flow into the grooves of the PDMS mould to created the corrugate pattern. Our results 

show that the solvent left in the polymer film and the thermal annealing at the temperature 

slightly above the glass trasition temperature (Tg) of P3HT:PCBM blended polymer, 

particularly at 100 °C, can promote the formation of the grating pattern by changing the 

solid-state polymer film to viscous-state polymer film during the nanoimprinting procress[25, 

26]. Thus, the polymer can flow into the grating grooves of the moulds, resulting in the 
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formation of grating structure. An experimental design indicated the role of solvent and the 

thermal annealing in nanoimprinting procress was conducted. Without thermal annealing, the 

BD-R grating pattern can be obtained form the nanoimprinting of the damp polymer film 

with the grating hight of 2.9 nm, Figure S4 (A) and (D), APPENDIX B. Unlike damp 

polymer film, the nanoimprinting of the dry polymer film does not provide the grating 

pattern, Figure S4 (B) and (E), APPENDIX B. This indicateds that the solvent in the polymer 

film can promote the formation grating pattern in the nanoimprinting procress. Besides, with 

thermal annealing, the BD-R grating pattern with the graitng hight as high as ~15 nm can be 

obtained from the nanoimprinting of dry polymer film (Figure S4 (C) and (F) in APPENDIX 

B). Therefore, we accompanied the nanoimprinting procress of damp polymer film with 

thermal annealing. Figure 1 (A), (C), and (E) show the AFM images of the surfaces of 

blended polymer film on PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass after nanoimprinting. Compared with the 

flat devicce, the BD-R and BD imprinted devices show the homogeneous preriodic and 

discontinuous difraction grating pattern, respectively. The BD-R grating hight is 

approximately 27.2 nm while the BD grating depth is approximately 32.4 nm. By using the 

patterned active layer as the template, Al back electrode with grating structures can be 

obtained afer the formation of Al film. Figure 1 (D) and (F) show the AFM images of the Al 

surfaces obtained from the solar cells with BD-R and BD grating structure. The BD-R grating 

hight slightly increase to ~32 nm while the BD grating depth slightly decrease to ~32 nm. 

Note that, the formation of aluminum film on the flat active layer can produce only the flat 

aluminum electrode as shown in Figure 1B. Figure S5, APPENDIX B, shows the digital 

photographs of the fabricated solar cells. The appearance of the rainbow color on the devices 

upon illumination suggest the iridescent scattering by BD-R and BD grating structure layer in 

the devices closed to the blended polymer layer. This phenomenon can attributed to the 

modification of the light traveling direaction inside the solar cell with grating structures 

compare with the flat device. The change of the light traveling direction could benefit the the 

improvement of the performance of  the solar cell due to the increase the light path inside the 

active layer which cause the inprovement of the light absorption and the efficiency of the 

solar cells.   
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Figure 32 AFM micrographs of the surface of P3HT:PCBM film of (A) flat solar cell, (C) 

solar cell imprinted with BD-R grating pattern, and (E) solar cell imprinted with BD grating 

pattern. The AFM images of the surface of Al back electrode of (B) flat solar cell, (D) solar 

cell with BD-R grating pattern, and (F)  solar cell with BD grating pattern. 
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GCSPR enhanced light tripping in solar cells 

 It is known that the diffraction grating structure of conducters can couple the incident 

light into SP [20, 23, 24]. The GCSPR excitation on the fabricated solar cells were monitored 

by collecting the SPR reflecttion spectrum as a function of wavelength at differnece incident 

angles. Figure S6, APPENDIX B, shows the SPR reflectivity curves of the solar cells with 

BD-R and BD sructures collected from the Al electrode side. The results clearly show that the 

SPR excitataion can be obtained as the presence of sharp dip peaks in the reflection spectra 

under illumination of p-polarized light. The presence of the dip can be observed at 420 nm 

with the incident angle of 20°. When the incident angle increase from 20° to 70°, the redshift 

of the dip peaks from 420 nm to 623 nm can be observed and assigned to the SPR properties 

of the BD-R and BD diffraction grating [20, 27]. It needs to note that, the intensity of the 

GCSPR excitation from the BD-R grating is stringer than those obtained from the BD, Figure 

S6 (B) and (D), APPENDIX B. Under irradiation of s-polarized light (without GCSPR 

excitation), the reflection spectra obtained from BD structure show scattering effect more that 

the BD-R structure as the presence of lower broad-band reflection spectra for all incident 

agnles, Figure S6 (A) and (C), APPENDIX B. This indicates that the periodic grating 

structure of BD-R can couple the incident light into SP more than that of non-periodic grating 

structure of BD. However, the structure of BD provides the scatering more that those of BD-

R. The GCSPR excitation collaborated with the absorption of the active layer of the solar 

cells were studied by measuring the reflection spectra from the ITO elecrode side of the 

devices. Figure 2  shows the reflectivity curves of the fabricated devices under irradiaton of 

p-polarized ligh. For the flat device, Figure 2 (A), the decrease of the reflectivity curves at 

400–650 nm are attributed to the absorption of P3HT:PCBM layer which can be observed for 

all fabricated devices. Remarkably, the devices with BD-R and BD grating structures show 

the broad-band improvement of the absorption at 400–650 nm, which can be due to the 

scattering effect of the BD-R and BD grating structures, Figure 2 (B) and (C). Nevertheless, 

the GCSPR excitation could be also obtained at the active layer/aluminum grating structure 

interface as the present of the dips at the wavelenght longer that 650 nm. The redshif of the 

dip peaks from 670 nm to NIR regioun can be observed as the increase of the incident angle. 

The dip intensities obtained from the solar cell with BD-R grating structure are stronger than 

those of BD for all incident angles. Besides, the double dips can be observed for the 

reflection spectra of the BD-R solar cells. This is due to the curvature of the BD-R pattern. In 

addition, the BD-R patterns that were used as the master templates have the straight-line and 

curve-line pattern. The staight-line patern can directly couple the incident light into GCSPR 
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under illumination p-polarized light. Meanwhile, the curve-line pattern can also couple the 

incident light into GCSPR, but at different excitatation polarization. Thus, the douple dips 

could be obtained. Another reasonable explanation is the coupling of the incident light into 

waveguide mode. In addition, we also studied the influence of illumination of  p- and  s- 

polarized light. Figure S7, S8, and S9, APPENDIX B, show the reflectivity curves of  flat 

solar cell, BD-R solar cell, and BD solar cell, respectively. At the incident angle larger that 

20°, the reflectivity curves show the change of  the absorption of P3HT:PCBM layer at 400–

650 nm when the polarization of the incident light chance fron p- to s-polarization for all 

devices. For the BD-R and BD solar cells, the GCSPR excitatation can be obtained only for 

p-polarizd light as the existing of dip peaks. Base this results, the effect of light scattering and 

GCSPR  on photocurrent can be quantified. 

 

Electrical properties of the fabricated devices 

Figure 3 and Table S1, APPENDIX B, show the I-V curves and electrical parameter of 

the fabricated solar cell measuring under illumination of non-polarized light at normal 

incident angle. The results clearly show the improvement of the performance for the BD-R 

and BD devices. By introducing of the grating structure into the solar cells, the short-circuit 

photocurrent property was improved form the flat device with 6.07±0.17 mA, to 6.68±0.05 

(11.05% improvement) and 6.41±0.21 mA (10.6 % improvement) for the BD-R device and 

the BD deveice, respectively. The photoconversion efficiency of the solar cells were also 

improved form 2.49±0.22% to 2.97±0.20%  (19.28% improvement) for the device with BD-R 

pattern and 2.57±0.19% (3.21% improvement) for the device with BD pattern. Note that, the 

nanoimprinting of the diffraction grating pattern on the surfaces of the P3HT:PCBM blended 

polymer did not show a significant effect on the open-circuit voltage property of the 

fabricated device.  

Next, we studied the relationship between the electrical properties and the incident 

angles. Figure 4 (A) shows the relationship between the short-circuit photocurrents and the 

incident angles of the fabricated devices. The results clearly show the decrease of the 

photocurrents when the incident angel increase. This can be due to the decrease of the light 

intensity. The BD-R solar cell can produce higher photocurrent than the BD solar cell and the 

flat solar cell for all incident angles. For the BD solar cell, the improvement of the 

photocurrent compared with the flat device can be obtained from the incident angle of 0° to 

50°. At the incident angle large that 50°, imprinting of BD grating does not provide the 

significant improvement of the photocurrent compare with the flat device. 
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Figure 33 The SPR reflectivity curves and its schematic represented the structure of the 

fabricated solar cells with (A) flat solar cell (B) BD-R solar cell (C) BD solar cell. spectra 

were collected from ITO side under irradiation of p-polarized light. 
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Figure 34 I-V characteristic and the schematic of the fabricated solar cells under illumination 

of non-polarized light with normal incident angle.  
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Figure 35 Relationships of (A) short-circuit photocurrent (Jsc) and incident angle and (B) 

photoconversion efficiency (PCE) and incident angle of the fabricated solar cells. The solar 

cells were illuminated with non-polarized light during electrical characterization.  

Figure 4 (B) shows the relationship between PCE and the incident angle of the 

fabricated solar cell. The results show indicate the improvement of the PCE for the BD-R 

device compared with the flat device for all incident angle. The decrease of the PCE can be 

observed when the incident angle increase. For the BD solar cell, the slight improvement of 
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the PCE can be obtained at the incident angle of 0° and 20°. At the incident angle larger than 

20°, there are no significant improvements of the PCE from the device with BD grating. 

Compared with the flat device, the deterioration of the PCE originated from the BD solar cell 

can be observed at 60° and 70°. 
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Figure 36 P/S enhancement factors of the fabricated devices. The enhancement factor is the 

ratio of the short-circuit photocurrent under illumination of p-polarized light to the short-

circuit photocurrent under illumination of s-polarized light. 

Upon the non-polarized light illumination, GCSPR excited by the p-polarization 

component in non-polarized light can be obtained for the BD-R and BD devices. Thus, the 

overall photocurrents obtained from BD-R and BD devices are the combination between the 

photocurrent with GCSPR and the photocurrent without GCSPR. To evaluate the effect of 

GCSPR on the generation of photocurrent, we conducted the measurement of photocurrent 

under illumination of polarized light at various incident angles. Figure S10 shows the short-

circuit photocurrents at various incident angles of the fabricated devices under illumination of 

s- and p-polarized light. We calculated the enhanced factor p/s, which is the ratio of the 

photocurrent with SP excitation (p-polarization) to the photocurrent without SP excitation (s-

polarization). Figure 5 shows the enhancement factor p/s of the photocurrent at various 

incident angles. At normal angle of incidence, only the BD-R device provides ~2% increase 

of the photocurrent when the polarization of the incident light change form s- to p-
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polarization. At 20°, the change of the photocurrents is observed for the BD-R and BD 

devices. Based on the reflection spectra of the fabricated devices, Figure S7, S8, and S9, 

APPENDIX B, the GCSPR excitation can be obtained for the BD-R and BD. Note that, the 

change of the absorption originated from the light scatting effect does not occur when the 

polarization of the incident light change from s- to p-polarization for all devices. Thus, the 

increase of the photocurrent observed in the BD-R and BD device could be due to the effect 

of the GCSPR of the diffraction grating. At the incident angle larger than 30°, for the BD-R 

and BD devices, the increase of the photocurrents are observed and assigned to the increase 

of the light absorption originated from the change of light scattering properties of s- and p-

polarized light inside the solar cells, and GCSPR. For the flat device, the change of the 

photocurrent originates from the difference of the light scattering properties of s- and p-

polarized light. 

Enhancement of incident photon-to-current efficiency 

To gain more understanding how GCSPR enhances the performance of the organic 

solar cell, we conducted the incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 

experiment under illumination of non-polarized light. The IPCE enhancement factor, which is 

the ratio of the IPCE of the device with grating to the flat device, was evaluated. Figure 6 

shows IPCE enhancement spectra of the BD-R and BD solar cells. The results clearly show 

that the IPCE enhancement spectra consists of  3 enhancement regions, included i) The IPCE 

enhancement that was observed at 400–450 nm and might be attributed to the LSPR [28], ii) 

The IPCE enhancement by light scattering effect at 450–650 nm, and iii) The IPCE 

enhancement by GCSPR of Al grating at 650–830 nm. For the IPCE enhanced by GCSPR, 

we observed a broadband enhancement peak from 650–830 nm at normal incident angle. 

When we increase the incident angle to 20°, a sharp enhancement peak is observed at 675 

nm. The redshift of the enhancement peak from 675 to 839 nm is observed when increase the 

incident angle from 20° to 70°. In addition, as show in Figure 6, BD-R and BD grating 

structure provide the difference IPCE enhancement pattern. Compared with the BD, the BD-

R grating structures provide the IPCE enhancement by GCSPR more than the BD. 

Meanwhile, the BD grating structure shows the better enhancement by the light scattering 

effect.  

To confirm the enhancement of the IPCE of the solar cells by GCSPR, we conducted 

the measurement of the spectral photocurrent under illumination of polarized light. We find 

the IPCE enhancement spectra p/s by the calculation of the ratio between the IPCE with the 
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SP excitation (p-polarization) and without SP excitation (s-polarization). Figure 7 shows the 

IPCE enhancement spectra p/s of the fabricated solar cells. For the flat device, the results 

show only the IPCE enhancement by the light scattering corresponding to the change of the 

reflection pattern of the flat device when the polarization of the incident light change from s- 

to p-polarization, Figure S7, APPENDIX B. The GCSPR enhanced IPCE can be obtained 

from the solar cells with BD-R and BD grating structures as the appearance of the incident 

angle dependent enhancement peaks at the wavelength longer that 650 nm under illumination 

of p-polarized light.  
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Figure 37 IPCE enhancement spectra of (A) BD-R solar cell and (B) BD solar cell under 

illumination of non-polarized light. The IPCE enhancement is the ratio of the IPCE of 

imprinted device to the IPCE of the flat device. 
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Figure 38 IPCE enhancement spectra P/S of (A) flat solar cell, (B) BD-R solar cell, and (C) 

BD solar cell. The IPCE enhancement p/s is the ratio between the IPCE with the SP 

excitation (p-polarization) and without SP excitation (s-polarization). 
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Evaluation of the enhancement of incident photon to current conversion efficiency by 

GCSPR  

Our results in previous section are clearly show  that the introduction of the BD-R and 

BD diffraction grating into the solar cells delivers the enhancement of the photocurrent 

propertied as well as the efficiency via light scattering and GCSPR effect. In addition, the 

difference of the morphology of diffraction grating influences the appearance of light 

diffraction property and the ability to couple the incident light into SP. We individually study 

about the enhancement originating from light scattering and GCSPR effect, compared 

between the BD solar cell and BD-R solar cell. We conducted the IPCE experiment under 

illumination of non-polarized light. The incident angles were fixed at 0° and 20° in order to 

avoid the decrease of the intensity of the incident light when irradiated at the large incident 

angles. Figure 8 shows IPCE spectra of BD and flat solar cells. The results clearly show the 

improvement of the IPCE at 400–650 nm on the BD solar cell. In addition, the P3HT:PCBM 

blended polymer express the characteristic light absorption at 400–650 nm, Figure S7-S9, 

APPENDIX B. Thus, it is reasonable to explain that the increase of the IPCE in this region 

can be attributed to the increase of effective light path inside the device due to the light 

scattering by BD grating structure. Moreover, we observed the increase of the IPCE spectrum 

at the wavelength of 650–675 nm in the BD device compared with the flat solar under 

illumination at normal incident angle. The IPCE of BD at 650–675 region slightly increase 

when the angle of illumination change from 0° to 20° corresponding to the present of GCSPR 

excitation dip peak of the BD solar cell at the incident angle of 20° as shown in Figure 2 (C). 

Thus, we recognized that the GCSPR of the BD grating could enhance the IPCE of the solar 

cell.  
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Figure 39 IPCE spectra of the BD and flat solar cells irradiated with non-polarized light at the 

incident angle of (A) 0° and (B) 20°.    
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For the BD-R solar cell, we observed the same enhancement pattern of the IPCE as 

we observed in the BD devices. However, compared with the BD solar cell, the BD-R device 

provides the smaller improvement of the IPCE in 400–650 nm, Figure 9. When the incident 

angle increase from 0° to 20°, the increase of the IPCE spectra of the BD–R can be observed 

and attributed to the effect of the GCSPR of BD-R grating.     
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Figure 40 IPCE spectra of the BD-R and flat solar cells irradiated with non-polarized light at 

the incident angle of (A) 0° and (B) 20°.    

Consider to the IPCE spectra of those fabricated solar cells, Figure 8 and 9, the 

improvement of the IPCE observing in the BD and BD-R solar cells is the cooperative effect 

between light scattering and GCSPR. The results show that the scattering effect plays the 

major role while the GCSPR provides just the minor role in the overall IPCE enhancement, 

Figure 6 to 9. The BD grating structure provides the higher light scattering effect while the 

BD-R grating delivers higher GCSPR. In addition, the GCSPR excitation wavelengths of the 

BD and BD-R devices are located out of the absorption region of the P3HT:PCBM, Figure 2. 

This might be the main reason that why the GCSPR play the minor effect on the enhancement 

of the performance of the solar cells. Thus, it is very interesting to estimate how much 

GCSPR involve in the generation of photocurrent.  

We calculated the percentage of the IPCE integration area at 400–650 nm and 650–

900 nm which match to the IPCE enhancement regions inducing by light scattering and 

GCSPR, respectively. This could be implied the effective illumination wavelength for the 

production of photocurrent of the solar cell. Figure S11 and S12, APPENDIX B, show the 

curves of IPCE integration area as the function of illumination wavelength. The percentages 

of the integration area of the IPCE spectra were calculated show in Table S2 and S3, 

APPENDIX B. The results show that more than 97% of the photocurrents of the fabricated 
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solar cells are produced under illumination of 400–650 nm corresponding to the absorption 

peak of the P3HT:PCBM. For the BD device, a 1.89% of the photocurrent is generated in the 

region of 650–900 nm under illumination at normal incident angle. An insignificant increase 

of the generation of the photocurrent was observed when the incident angle increase from 0° 

to 20°. In the case of BD-R solar cell, we observed the higher generation of the photocurrent 

in the same illumination wavelength. The significant increase of the photocurrent creation 

from 2.04% to 2.35% were obtained when the incident angle change from 0° to 20°.  
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Figure 41 IPCE spectra of (A) flat solar cell, (B) BD solar cell, and (C) BD-R solar cells 

under illumination of polarized light at the incident angle of 20°. The arrow in (C) indicates 

the increase of the IPCE enhancement by GCSPR. 
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To gain more insight about the GCSPR enhanced the photocurrent generation of the 

solar cells, we conducted the IPCE measurement under illumination of polarized light. The 

angle of illumination was fixed at 20°. Figure 10 show the IPCE spectra obtained from the 

experiment. The percentage of integration area calculated from the IPCE spectra were 

calculated and showed in Table 1. For the flat solar cell, we did not observe the significant 

change of the photocurrent generation in the region of 650–900 nm when the polarization of 

the incident light changes from s– to p–polarization. For the imprinted devices, we observed a 

1.12% and a 0.21% increase of the photocurrent production for BD-R and BD solar cells, 

respectively. Moreover, the results show that the BD-R solar cell offers the highest 

photocurrent generation under illumination of 650 –900 nm with GCSPR excitation with the 

amount up to 3.30% of overall produced photocurrent.   

Table 3 The percentage of integration area calculated from the IPCE spectra of the fabricated 

devices under illumination of polarized light at the incident angle of 20°.  

Device, at 20°
% Integration area (%)

400–650 nm 650–900 nm

Flat, s-pol 97.52 2.48

Flat, p-pol 97.55 2.45

BD-R, s-pol 97.78 2.22

BD-R, p-pol 96.70 3.30

BD, s-pol 97.76 2.24

BD, p-pol 97.57 2.43

+1.12 % 

+0.21 % 

-0.03 % 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We investigated the GCSPR effect that can enhance the performance of organic 

photovoltaic cells. BD-R and BD grating structure was created on the active layer using 

pressure-less nanoimprinting technique. The SP reflectivity curves of the fabricated devices 

clearly showed the improvement of light absorption in the device with BD-R and BD 

structures compared with the flat device due to the light scattering and GCSPR of the grating 

structures. The results clearly showed that the introducing metal grating to the photovoltaic 

device benefited the improvement of photocurrent as well as the efficiency. The improvement 
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of the photocurrents form the BD-R and BD solar cells are 11.05% and 10.6%, respectively, 

while the BD-R and BD solar cell provide the enhancement of the PCE for 19.28% and 

3.21%, respectively. The IPCE results clearly show that the scattering effect plays the major 

role while the GCSPR provides just the minor role in the overall IPCE enhancement. By 

comparison of BD and BD-R diffraction grating, the results show the difference of 

enhancement characteristic of the performance of the solar cell. The BD grating structure 

provides the higher light scattering enhancement while the BD-R grating delivers the better 

GCSPR enhancement. The results of this study deliver the greater understanding of these 

systems which benefit as the basic knowledge to the enhancement of photocurrent intensity in 

high performance solar harvesting application in the future.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

SP is a promising method to couple the incident light into the surface of the conductor 

via the interaction against the electrons at the surface of the conductor. The SP provides the 

intent near-field near the surface of the conductor. This can be act as near-field light source 

for the applications of photocatalyst and photovoltaic. Thus, we have studied and developed 

the system that uses the LSPR property of AuNPs and GCSPR to enhance the photocatalytic 

activity of TiO2 under UV–Visible illumination. AuNPs were created on TiO2 surfaces by a 

simple chemical reduction using NaBH4 as a reducer to obtain AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites. 

The catalytic activity of this material was investigated by measuring the short-circuit 

photocurrent originated from water-splitting reaction catalyzed by AuNP–TiO2 

nanocomposites film under UV-Visible illumination. The results show that the photocurrent 

of the nanocomposite photocatalyst electrode can be enhanced by LSPR property of 

plasmonic AuNPs with the appropriate concentration of AuNPs in the nanocomposites of 

0.5% Au–TiO2 as this ratio gave the highest photocurrent signal. The excess doping amounts 

of gold in the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites caused the decrease the photocurrent properties. 

The EIS results indicate that the improvement in the photocurrent can be the reason of the 

enhancement of electron–hole pair generation induced by the LSPR of AuNPs instated of the 

extension of the electron lifetime. Moreover we have showed the novel method to enhance 

the photocatalytic property of TiO2 using the combination of LSPR of plasmonic AuNPs and 

GCSPR of gold grating. The results indicated the further improvement of the photocurrent of 

AuNP-TiO2 nanocomposite film can be obtained from GCSPR gold grating. This suggests 

that the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 can be enhanced by multiple plasmonic effects. The 

study provides a greater understanding of LSPR and GCSPR enhanced photocurrent in 

photocatalyst. For the use of SP in solar harvesting application, we have studied the GCSPR 

enhanced the performance of thin-film organic photovoltaic cells. BD-R and BD grating 

structure was created on the active layer using pressure-less nanoimprinting technique. The 

SP reflectivity curves of the fabricated devices clearly showed the improvement of light 

trapping light in the device with BD-R and BD structures compared with the flat device. The 

improvement of trapping light can be attributed to the effects of i) light scattering by the 

diffraction grating which can be observed as the increase of broad band absorption at 400– 
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650 nm. ii) The GCSPR which can be observed as the shape dip peaks at the wavelength 

longer than 650 nm. By introducing the BD-R and BD grating, at normal incident angle, the 

photocurrents increase for 11.05% and 10.6%, for the BD-R and BD device, respectively. 

Moreover the BD-R and BD solar cells provide the PEC enhancement for 19.28% and 3.21%, 

respectively.  

 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

1. LSPR and GCSPR for photocatalyst application 

1.1 We have investigated the effect of LSPR of spherical AuNPs on the 

photocatalytic property of TiO2. To gain more understanding about the effect 

of LSPR of plasmonic AuNPs on TiO2, variation of the shape of AuNPs for 

example rod, wire, and prism, should be consider. 

1.2 The effect of other plasmonic metal nanoparticles, for example silver 

nanoparticles, should be investigated. 

1.3 Other photocatalyst, for example ZnO should be studied. 

2. GCSPR for photocatalyst application 

2.1 We have investigated the GCSPR enhanced thin film solar cells using only 2-

D grating structures. The 3-D grating structure should be considered. 

2.2 The influent of the thickness of the active layer should be studied.  

2.3 The cooperative effect of LSPR of plasmonic nanoparticles and GCSPR of 

metallic grating should be studied.  
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER II 

 

Investigation of localized surface plasmon/grating-coupled 

surface plasmon enhanced photocurrent in TiO2 thin films 
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Figure S1 (A) The AFM micrograph of the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites coated on an ITO-

glass substrate. (B) and (C) are the AFM micrograph at the scratch edge on the film of the 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites. (D) The cross section profile corresponded to the line 1-2 in in 

(C) 

 

 

 

Figure S2 The photocurrent measurement apparatus for the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

coated on ITO-glass substrates. 
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Figure S3 The photocurrent measurement apparatus for the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

coated on gold grating pattern. 
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Figure S4 Short-circuit photocurrent TiO2 and AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites with various 

amount of percentage Au/TiO2 with and without white light illumination. 
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Figure S5  (A) The AFM micrograph of a bare gold grating substrate. The inset in (A) 

indicates the grating pitch of 330 nm. (B) The AFM micrograph of fabricated TiO2/gold 

grating. 
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Figure S6 The SPR reflectivity curves of (A) TiO2/gold grating photocatalyst electrode and 

(B) AuNPs-TiO2 nanocomposites/gold grating photocatalyst electrode irradiated with s-

polarization. 
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Figure S7 The short-circuit photocurrent of (A) TiO2/flat gold, (B) TiO2/gold grating, and (C) 

AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites/gold grating compared between s- and p-polarization . 
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Figure S8 The AFM images of cleaned (A) BD-R and (B) BD substrate. (C) and (D) The 

cross section profile corresponded to the line 1-2 and 3-4 in (A) and (B), respectively 
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Figure S9 Schematic illustrates the fabrication of the solar cell with diffraction grating pattern 

on the active layer.  
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Figure S10 The photocurrent measurement apparatus for the AuNP–TiO2 nanocomposites 

coated on gold grating pattern. 
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Figure S11 The AFM images of P3HT:PCBM films imprinting of BD-R pattern with 

different imprinting condition. (A) BD-R imprinting on the damp P3HT:PCBM film without 

thermal annealing, (B) BD-R imprinting on the dried P3HT:PCBM film without thermal 

annealing, and (C) BD-R imprinting on the dried P3HT:PCBM film with thermal annealing at 

100 °C for 30 minutes. 
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Figure S12 Digital photographs demonstrate the iridescent scattering of (A) a reference solar 

cell, (B) a solar cell with BD-R grating pattern, and (E) a solar cell with BD grating pattern. 
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Figure S13 SPR reflectivity curves of the solar cell with periodic grating structure irradiated 

with (A) s-polarized and (B) p-polarized light. The SPR reflectivity curves of the solar cell 

with random grating structure irradiated with (E) s-polarized and (F) p-polarized light. The 

SPR reflectivity spectra were collected from the Al electrode side. 
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Figure S14 The reflectivity curves of the flat solar cell measured at different incident angles 

at (A) 20°, B) 30°, (C) 40°, (D) 50°, (E) 60°, and (F) 70°. 
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Figure S15 The reflectivity curves of the BD-R solar cell measured at different incident 

angles at (A) 20°, B) 30°, (C) 40°, (D) 50°, (E) 60°, and (F) 70°. 
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Figure S16 The reflectivity curves of the BD solar cell measured at different incident angles 

at (A) 20°, B) 30°, (C) 40°, (D) 50°, (E) 60°, and (F) 70°. 
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Table S4 The electrical parameter of the fabricated solar cell included Jsc, Voc, PCE, and FF. 

The electrical parameters were measured at normal incident angle with irradiation of non-

polarized light.  

Device Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc(vol) PCE (%) FF (%) 

Flat 6.07±0.17 0.59±0.02 2.49±0.22 0.54±0.04 

BD-R 6.68±0.05 0.60±0.02 2.97±0.20 0.57±0.03 

BD 6.41±0.21 0.60±0.01 2.57±0.19 0.50±0.04 
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Figure S17 The short-circuit photocurrent obtained from various incident angles of (A) flat 

solar cell, (B) BD-R solar cell, and (C) BD solar cell under irradiation of s- and p-polarized 

light. 
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Figure S18 The relationship between the IPCE integration area and scanning wavelength of 

BD solar cell and flat solar cell at the incident angle of (A) 0° and (B) 20°. The solar cells 

were irradiated by non-polarized light.  

 

 

 

Table S5 The percentage of IPCE integration area calculated from the IPCE spectra of BD 

solar cell and flat solar cell at the incident angle of 0° and 20° under illumination of non-

polarized light. 

Devices 

% Integration area (%) 

400–650 nm 650–900 nm 

Flat, at 0° 98.02 1.98 

BD, at 0° 98.11 1.89 

Flat, at 20° 98.10 1.90 

BD, at 20° 98.08 1.92 
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Figure S19 The relationship between the IPCE integration area and scanning wavelength of 

BD-R solar cell and flat solar cell at the incident angle of (A) 0° and (B) 20°. The solar cells 

were irradiated by non-polarized light. 

 

 

 

 

Table S6 The percentage of IPCE integration area calculated from the IPCE spectra of BD-R 

solar cell and flat solar cell at the incident angle of 0° and 20° under illumination of non-

polarized light. 

Devices 

% Integration area (%) 

400–650 nm 650–900 nm 

Flat, at  0° 97.91 2.09 

BD-R, at 0° 97.96 2.04 

Flat, at 20° 97.97 2.03 

BD-R, at 20° 97.65 2.35 
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